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We are committed to

 Modernising our IT landscape without large-scale re-platforming; competitive
digital offering and solid roadmap in place
 Reducing the IT spend while increasing competitiveness; further simplification
of IT landscape and adjustments to delivery model as key levers for efficiency
 Evolving client offerings by reinventing client journeys and further leveraging
partnerships
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Two strategic pillars strongly tied to innovation and technology

Build a future-proof bank

Reinvent the customer experience

 Sustain a high level of employee engagement

 Extend our lead in digital advisory and sales

 Develop, attract and retain key skills in areas like
sustainability, innovation, digitalisation and analytics

 Enhance the customer experience − anytime, anywhere
on any device

 Continue consolidation, rationalisation and digitalisation
of products, processes and platforms

 Leverage advanced analytics and AI to increase
relevance and proactivity in customer experience

 Strengthen data management capabilities as enabler for
regulatory agenda and client offerings

 Innovate and enable new business models that extend
beyond traditional banking

 Increase cost and capital efficiency as well as agility and
learning in order to reduce time-to-market

 Address opportunities and threats associated with Open
Banking

 Evolve our partnership, vendor and utility landscape to
reflect the future industry dynamics

 Retain the trust of clients through continued focus on
cyber security and privacy
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Solid base for reaching our ambitions

Modernised IT platform

Digital focus

Migration of applications to Cloud in scope
Decommissioning applications in scope

Innovation enablers

# m. paper documents sent to customers
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 Large-scale decommissioning and
re-platforming achieved

 55% reduction in paper documents
sent to customers over 6 years

 Agile way of working adopted for all
change activities

 Strong digital offering in the retail
market with award winning apps, e.g.
Tikkie and Grip

 No large-scale core system
replacement needed; step-wise
rejuvenation plan established

 Digitalisation roadmap in place for
Commercial and Private Banking

 Key building blocks in place: Group
Innovation, Digital Impact Fund,
developer portal and partnerships
 Strong innovation culture and
knowledge on key technologies like:
AI, Block chain and Cloud
 Multiple learnings from our own
challenger banks
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Multiple levers to improve focus and IT cost efficiency

Historic distribution of IT spend

Key levers to increase focus and IT cost efficiency

Full-year IT costs avg. 2015-2017

Demand: Consolidate and focus

 Adopt shared platforms across business lines, geographies
and subsidiaries
 Further rationalise IT application landscape based on focussed
client value propositions
Change
Costs 45%

EUR
1.5 bn

 Reduce IT investment in non-strategic areas
Run Costs
55%

Productivity: Automation and shift to cloud
 From Agile to DevOps with integrated teams and a higher
degree of automation
 Continue the shift to a hybrid cloud delivery model for IT
applications

 Share of IT spend for change activities historically higher
than peers
 Maintained flat IT run spend since 2015 despite strong
increase of transaction volumes
 IT change spend is not capitalised which gives us more
flexibility to adjust our IT spend as amortisation is limited

 Optimise our off-shore delivery model
Supply: Standardise and right-source
 Standardised technology platforms and tools
 Evolve partnerships to reflect cloud computing
 Consolidate and optimise vendor landscape
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Reducing IT spend while remaining fit for the future

C/I Ratio1) (%)

90

Top Quartile
(10.9%)

Right-sizing the IT spend

Study Avg.
(13.2%)

Type I
More technology &
automation?

 Continuously manage the balance of
efficient and sufficient IT investments

Type II
How to leverage IT
spending?

 IT is a critical enabler in decreasing
the overall cost/income ratio
60

Study Avg.
(61.1%)

2018 2017
‘Sweet spot’ (Indicative)

50

Top
Quartile
(52,6%)

 IT spend as share of income will
decrease over the coming years
 Decrease is enabled by delivering
required capacity for less spend,
combined with increased focus
 Clear prioritisation in delivery of
regulatory and strategic priorities

30

Type IV
Is this sustainable?
5

Type III
Do we overspend?
10

Northern and Central Europe

15

IT C/I1)
Ratio (%)

20

European Union

European IT Benchmarking in Banking (EITBB) 2017. C/I Ratio: operating expenses as a percentage of operating income. IT C/I Ratio: operating
IT expenses as a percentage of operating income
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Achieving our ambitions by moving to the sweet spot

Leading indicators

IT C/I Ratio ‘sweet spot’ of 12-13%

Reduction in number of applications since 2014 (accumulated)

IT C/I Ratio1) in %

1,900

2,000

2018

2019

2,200

Demand:
Consolidation

~16%
12-13%

2022

Number of teams with DevOps capabilities
400
200
60
2018

2019

Productivity:
Automation

2020

2017

 Focused effort over several years provides good starting point

Cloud delivery models split (%)

97%

100%
3%
2017

70% Private

30% Public2)
2018

Sweet Spot

Supply: Cloud
delivery model

 Ambition to hit ‘sweet spot’ by gradually reducing IT spend as
share of operating income
 Next steps in IT rejuvenation will be conducted step-wise
through multiple levers

2022

IT C/I Ratio: IT expenses as a percentage of operating income
Including SaaS applications
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Two parallel approaches to reinvent the customer experience

Extend our strong position step-by-step
 Sharpen value proposition for key client
segments, allowing us to reduce complexity
 Reduce client hassle by removing the need for
paper and physical signatures
 Decrease processing time and increase
conversion rates on key processes
 Further improve client access through digital
channels, e.g. video meetings and chatbots
 Establish a proactive dialogue based on
predictive data models

Create new offerings and experiences
Stepby-Step

Reinvent





Voice of client
& analytics

Users & clients

Video & chat

 Establish new partnerships both within and
outside the financial sector
 Address the threats and opportunities related to
Open Banking by providing APIs
 Develop challenger propositions to experiment
with brand-neutral offerings
 Engage with regulators to ensure alignment and
level playing field in new types of offerings

Key focus areas (examples)

Common capabilities (examples)
Online
On-boarding

 ‘Zoom out’ to identify key customer experience
points and new business opportunities

Digital identity

Track & trace

Reinvented
Customer Experience

Energy
transition

Urbanisation &
future of work

Ownership,
access, usage

Privacy & trust

AI

Block chain
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Extending into new client journeys
Realising my entrepreneurial dream1)

Customer action

13 Touchpoint with AAB

Client opportunity AAB

‘Zoom Out’

ABN AMRO

‘Zoom Out’

Identify customer decision points

What we excel in right now

Identify customer decision points

‘I need advice from an
accountant and a lawyer’

7
2

3

14

6

4

‘I need help with
a payment that
won’t go through’

‘I need to extend
my client base’

‘I need to register with
the corporate registry’

‘I need to employ
more staff’

15

25

20
16

5

8a
8b

1

18

9

11
10

30

27
24
22

17
12

29
23

19

26

28

21
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‘I need to do research and
build my business plan’

Awareness

‘I need to find a suitable
office location’

Ideation

31

‘I need a transaction account
and liquidity management’

Starting a business

‘I need to invest
in my inventory’

Growth

‘I need to decrease my
environmental footprint’

Consolidate / Exit

Data driven
Two-pronged approach
1) Step-by-step approach to extend our position in the areas
in which we currently excel
2) Extending into new offerings and experiences

Current initiatives
 Selected set of customer journeys is being mapped with a
broad sample of clients within focus segments
 Multiple partnerships being explored to unlock business
potential in line with strategic identity

Simplified example
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Leveraging on partners

Communities

Digital channels
and agents

Platforms
(open, curated
or composed)

Clients

Partners

Bigtech /
Fintech

Distribution
Digital and Personal Banking

Peers

Challengers

AI & security

APIs

Aggregation

Challengers

ATMs

Peers

Fintechs

Partners

Utilities

Cash
Handling

Production
API based financial services

KYC

IT
infrastructure

…

Data, Analytics,
Privacy &
automation

Mortgage
processing

Effect of Open Banking
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Learning by experimenting with challenger banks and impact fund

ABN AMRO challenger banks
peer-to-peer
payment requests

Key learnings
 A new proposition can be built and brought to market in less
than a year

fast and efficient
SME lending

future asset
management

 Agile practices combined with DevOps capabilities, cloud
technologies and Fintech solutions is highly efficient
FX and
multi-currency
payments

 Both proposition and timing need to be right
 Client acquisition is expensive and association with a trusted
brand like ABN AMRO is key
 Scale-up of operational processes as well as risk and
compliance functions is expensive in a stand-alone setup

special purchase
loans

trade &
commodity
finance

fully digital
financial services

Complemented by Digital Impact Fund investments

Extracting value from challenger banks
 New stand-alone propositions complement or replace part of
the ABN AMRO offering
 Scale-up by redeploying solution under the main ABN AMRO
brand
 Continuously evolve the challenger set-up to ensure return on
investment
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We are committed to

 Modernising our IT landscape without large-scale re-platforming; competitive
digital offering and solid roadmap in place
 Reducing the IT spend while increasing competitiveness; further simplification of IT
landscape and adjustments to delivery model as key levers for efficiency
 Evolving client offerings by reinventing client journeys and further leveraging
partnerships
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Disclaimer
For the purposes of this disclaimer ABN AMRO
Group N.V. and its consolidated subsidiaries are
referred to as "ABN AMRO“. This document (the
“Presentation”) has been prepared by ABN
AMRO. For purposes of this notice, the
Presentation shall include any document that
follows and relates to any oral briefings by ABN
AMRO and any question-and-answer session
that follows such briefings. The Presentation is
informative in nature and is solely intended to
provide financial and general information about
ABN AMRO following the publication of its most
recent financial figures. This Presentation has
been prepared with care and must be read in
connection with the relevant Financial
Documents (latest Quarterly Report and Annual
Financial Statements, "Financial Documents").
In case of any difference between the Financial
Documents and this Presentation the Financial
Documents are leading. The Presentation does
not constitute an offer of securities or a
solicitation to make such an offer, and may not
be used for such purposes, in any jurisdiction
(including the member states of the European
Union and the United States) nor does it
constitute investment advice or an investment
recommendation in respect of any financial
instrument. Any securities referred to in the
Presentation have not been and will not be
registered under the US Securities Act of 1933.

The information in the Presentation is, unless
expressly stated otherwise, not intended for
residents of the United States or any "U.S.
person" (as defined in Regulation S of the US
Securities Act 1933). No reliance may be placed
on the information contained in the Presentation.
No representation or warranty, express or
implied, is given by or on behalf of ABN AMRO,
or any of its directors or employees as to the
accuracy or completeness of the information
contained in the Presentation. ABN AMRO
accepts no liability for any loss arising, directly
or indirectly, from the use of such information.
Nothing contained herein shall form the basis of
any commitment whatsoever. ABN AMRO has
included in this Presentation, and from time to
time may make certain statements in its public
statements that may constitute “forward-looking
statements”. This includes, without limitation,
such statements that include the words ‘expect’,
‘estimate’, ‘project’, ‘anticipate’, ‘should’, ‘intend’,
‘plan’, ‘probability’, ‘risk’, ‘Value-at-Risk (“VaR”)’,
‘target’, ‘goal’, ‘objective’, ‘will’, ‘endeavour’,
‘outlook’, 'optimistic', 'prospects' and similar
expressions or variations on such expressions.
In particular, the Presentation may include
forward-looking statements relating but not
limited to ABN AMRO’s potential exposures to
various types of operational, credit and market
risk. Such statements are subject to

uncertainties. Forward-looking statements are
not historical facts and represent only ABN
AMRO's current views and assumptions on
future events, many of which, by their nature,
are inherently uncertain and beyond our control.
Factors that could cause actual results to differ
materially from those anticipated by forwardlooking statements include, but are not limited
to, (macro)-economic, demographic and political
conditions and risks, actions taken and policies
applied by governments and their agencies,
financial regulators and private organisations
(including credit rating agencies), market
conditions and turbulence in financial and other
markets, and the success of ABN AMRO in
managing the risks involved in the foregoing.
Any forward-looking statements made by ABN
AMRO are current views as at the date they are
made. Subject to statutory obligations, ABN
AMRO does not intend to publicly update or
revise forward-looking statements to reflect
events or circumstances after the date the
statements were made, and ABN AMRO
assumes no obligation to do so.
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Questions
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